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a b s t r a c t
News recommendation and user interaction are important features in many Web-based
news services. The former helps users identify the most relevant news for further information. The latter enables collaborated information sharing among users with their comments
following news postings. This research is intended to marry these two features together for
an adaptive recommender system that utilizes reader comments to reﬁne the recommendation of news in accordance with the evolving topic. This then turns the traditional ‘‘pushdata” type of news recommendation to ‘‘discussion” moderator that can intelligently assist
online forums. In addition, to alleviate the problem of recommending essentially identical
articles, the relationship (duplicate, generalization, or specialization) between recommended
news articles and the original posting is investigated. Our experiments indicate that our
proposed solutions provide an improved news recommendation service in forum-based
social media.
Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In its brief history of about two decades, the Web has evolved from a technical framework for information dissemination
to more of an enabler of social interactions among its users. During the earlier days, the Web was dominated by static pages
or sites. Later on, dynamic content generation was added as enhancement of Web server intelligence. At the same time, Web
browsers providing client-side calculation and event handling, Web applications became a prevalent framework for distributed GUI applications. Such technological advancement has fertilized vibrant creation, sharing, and collaboration among
Web users. As a result, the role of Computer Science is not as much of designing or implementing certain data communication techniques, but more of facilitating a variety of creative uses of the Web [1].
In a more general context, nowadays, Web is one of the most important vehicles for ‘‘social media”. Examples of social
media include Internet forums, blogs, wikis, podcasts, instant messaging, social networking etc. One form of social media
of particular interest here is self-publication, or user-generated media. In self-publication, a user can publish an article or
post news to share with others. Other users can read and comment on the posting and these comments can, in turn, be read
and commented on. Digg (www.digg.com) and Yahoo!Buzz (buzz.yahoo.com) are commercial examples of self-publication.
Apparently, this is an extension of Internet forums with some quantitative metrics. A useful extension of this forum application is to add a recommendation feature to the current discussion thread. That is, based on the (1) original posting, (2)
various levels of comments, and (3) their votes, the system can provide a set of relevant articles, which are expected to
be of interest of the active users of the thread. The users learning experiences with the system can be immensely enhanced
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with the recommended articles. Due to the evolving nature of the thread and the inherent small sizes of the comments, such
personalized recommendation will be different from traditional news recommendation to a large extent. Indeed, the evolution of discussion threads has been observed in USENET newsgroups [23].
In this article, we study the problem of news recommendation for dynamic discussion threads as an aspect of social media
adaptation. In particular, we focus on the analysis of the news entity and the reader comment contents to improve the performance of the adaptive news recommendation.

2. Motivation and contribution
A fundamental challenge in adaptive news recommendation is to account for topic divergence, i.e. the change of gist during the process of discussion. In a forum, the original news is typically followed by other readers’ opinions, in the form of
comments and votes. Concerns and intention of active users may change as the discussion continues. Therefore, news recommendation, if it were only based on the original posting, can hardly beneﬁt the potentially changing interests of the users.
For instance, suppose that the original news posting is on deforestation, but the discussion has later drifted to the topics of
desertiﬁcation and global warming. Apparently, there is a need to consider topic evolution in adaptive news recommendation and this entails novel techniques that can help to capture topic evolution precisely.
The topic evolution of news recommendation in social media can be reﬂected by the comments. However, the impact of
each comment varies according to its quality. In particular, some comments reﬂect insightful opinions on news stories, while
others can be completely meaningless. Distinguishing the importance of each comment is crucial to utilize them properly in
guiding topic evolution for recommending news in social media. Such differentiation can be simply done by considering user
votes for each comment in social media. However, we argue that the content and structural linkage (e.g. quotation and reply)
of comments should also be utilized to measure the quality of comments. This information is especially helpful to measure
the quality of comments in case of lacking user votes or vote abuse.
Traditional news recommendation systems focus on selecting the most interesting articles to the users. However, readers
can be burdened by the more or less identical ones among the returned news articles. An interpretation of the connection
between recommended news and the original posting would be useful to assist users in further reading and helping readers
skip duplicate articles. In particular, readers would usually appreciate an article being labeled as generalization, specialization, or duplicate of the original posting. Indeed, the value of interpreting recommendation results in enhancing users’ trusting beliefs has been observed by Wei and Benbasat [29]. Apparently, the challenge lies in how to generate the interpretation.
In this work, we propose a framework for adaptive news recommendation in social media. It has the following unique
features that have not been attempted in previous work:
 It is part of our ﬁrst attempt of incorporating reader comments for adaptive news recommendation so that relevant information is recommended based on a balanced perspective of both the authors and readers. To do that, we model the relationship among comments and that relative to the original posting in order to evaluate their overall effect.
 We determine the relationship (duplicate, generalization or specialization) between suggested news articles and the original posting, and present it to users via a novel user interface.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. We ﬁrst brieﬂy describe necessary background techniques in Section 3. The
design details for this news recommendation framework are presented in Section 4. We then test the performance of such a
recommender using a news corpus and discussion threads that have been collected by a crawler (Section 5). This paper is
concluded with speculation on how the current prototype can be further improved in Section 6.

3. Related work
In a broader context, a related problem is content-based information recommendation (or ﬁltering). Most information
recommendation systems select articles based on the contents of the original postings. The relevant information selections
of these work are determined by the textual similarity between the recommended news and the original news posting. For
instance, Chiang and Chen [7] study a few classiﬁers for agent-based news recommendations. Zheng et al. [33] exploit
semantic relationships among nouns and noun phrases for document retrieval.
A number of later proposals incorporate additional metadata, such as user behaviors, domain knowledge, and timestamps. For example, Guo et al. [11] propose cognitive situation models to exploit a human cognitive procedure in categorizing texts. Liu et al. [22] utilize sequences of user mouse clicking to suggest relevant news. Su et al. [28] recommend
products based on the proﬁles built on the product contents and user behaviors. Claypool et al. [8] recommend breaking
news with numerical user ratings. Lee and Park [17] consider matching between news article attributes and user preferences. Anh et al. [1] and Lai et al. [14] construct explicit user proﬁles, respectively. Lavrenko et al. [16] propose the e-Analyst
system which combines news stories with ﬁnancial knowledge including stock price trends. Cantador et al. [6] utilize domain ontology to recommend news. Del Corso et al. [10] use timestamps to favor more recent news. Some go even further
by ignoring the news contents and only using the browsing behaviors of the readers with similar interests [9,18,20].
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Another related problem is topic detection and tracking (TDT), i.e. automated categorization of news stories by their
themes. TDT consists of breaking the stream of news into individual news stories, monitoring the stories for events that have
not been seen before, and categorizing them [15]. A topic is modeled with a language proﬁle deduced by the news. Most
existing TDT schemes calculate the similarity between a piece of news and a topic proﬁle to determine its topic relevance
[15,30,31]. Qiu et al. [25] apply TDT techniques to group news for collaborative news recommendation. Some work on
TDT takes one step further in that they update the topic proﬁles as part of the learning process during its operation
[2,19]. Note that most existing work emphasizes on the precision of selecting relevant news for recommendation. Few study
the novelty of recommendation, i.e. the ability of recommending nonidentical relevant news.
In summary, in contrast to news recommendation in traditional media, which recommends news based on the semantic
similarity between the original news posting and incoming news articles [21], we argue that, in social media, especially news
discussion forums, more effective news recommendation should consider the very important fact of the evolution of discussion thread. Meanwhile, a good interpretation of the relationship between recommended news and the original posting will
alleviate duplicate recommendation.

4. Framework of adaptive news recommendation
In this section, we present a mechanism for adaptive news recommendation. The framework is sketched in Fig. 1. Essentially, it builds a topic proﬁle for each original news posting along with the comments from readers, and uses this proﬁle to
retrieve relevant news. In particular, we ﬁrst model the relationship among comments and that relative to the original posting in order to evaluate their overall impact. This information along with the news and comments is fed into a synthesizer.
The synthesizer balances views of both authors and readers to construct a topic proﬁle to retrieve relevant news. These recommended news articles are further analyzed by an interpreter to reveal their relationship to the original posting.
4.1. Scoring comments
In social media, comments reveal readers’ concerns about a more general or speciﬁc topic of the original news posting to
some degree. However, the impact of each comment varies according to its quality. In this section, we use a graph-based
model to describe the connections of comments, and utilize this model to score comments.
In a discussion thread, comments made at different levels reﬂect the variation of focus of its participants (Fig. 2). Therefore, comments should be incorporated when building recommendation models. In our model, we treat the original posting
and the comments each as a text node. This model considers both the content similarity between text nodes and the logic
relationship among them.
On one hand, the content similarity between two nodes can be measured by any commonly adopted metric, such as cosine similarity and Jaccard coefﬁcient. This metric is taken over every node pair in the discussion thread. On the other hand,
the logic relation between nodes takes two forms. First, a comment is always made in response to the original posting or an
earlier comment. In graph theoretic terms, the hierarchy can be represented as a tree T = (V, ET), where V is the set of all text
nodes and ET is the set of edges. In particular, the original posting is the root and all the comments are ordinary nodes. There
is a directed edge e 2 ET from node u to node v, denoted (u, v), if the corresponding comment v was made in response to comment (or original posting) u. Second, a comment can quote from one or more earlier comments. From this perspective, the
hierarchy can be modeled using a directed acyclic graph (DAG), denoted D = (V, ED). There is a directed edge e 2 ED from node
u to node v, denoted (u, v), if the corresponding comment v quotes from comment (or original posting) u. As shown in Fig. 3,
for either graph T or D, we can use a jVj  jVj adjacency matrix, denoted MT and MD, respectively, to record them. Inline with
the adjacency matrices, we can also use a jVj  jVj matrix deﬁned on [0, 1] to record the content similarity between nodes and
denote it by MC. Thus, we can combine these three aspects linearly:

M ¼ c1  MC þ c2  M T þ c3  M D ;
where M is a jVj  jVj adjacency matrix capturing both semantic and structural relation among text nodes.

News
articles

Interpreter
Topic
profile

Comments

Graph−based
model

Sythesizer
News
database
Fig. 1. Design scheme.

Retriever

Relevant
news
articles
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Posted by a reader
Garden on Mars is possible
Replied by a reader
Sorry to be a kill joy but you
couldn’t grow plants on mars
Replied by a reader
I think you over−dramatize it
Replied posting, may lead to new topics
Could we Garden on Moon?
Fig. 2. A news article chain of comments.
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Fig. 3. Multi-relation graph of comments.

Intuitively, the important comments are those whose topics are discussed by a large number of other important comments. Therefore, we use a variant of the PageRank algorithm [5] to rank the comments as

sj ¼

X
k
þ ð1  kÞ 
rðci ; cj Þ  si ;
jVj
c
i

where k is the damping factor as in PageRank and its value is recommended to be 0.85, i and j are node indices, and jVj denotes the number of text nodes in the thread. In addition, r(ci, cj) is the normalized weight of comment ci referring to cj deﬁned as

rðci ; cj Þ ¼ P

M i;j
;
M i;j þ 

cj

where Mi,j is an entry in the graph adjacency matrix and

 is a constant to avoid division by zero.

4.2. Topic proﬁle construction
Once the importance of comments on one news posting is quantiﬁed by our graph-based model, this information along
with the news itself is fed into a synthesizer to construct a topic proﬁle of this news discussion thread. As such, the views
from the authors and readers are balanced. Note that, in some systems, votes for comments are available to provide a metric
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to quantify comments. Here, we leave this for future investigation for two reasons. First, without relying on votes, our framework is more universal in terms of usefulness as many social media do not support voting yet. Second, at this point, most
Web sites do not have effective measures against user tampering votes.
Our implementation of the proﬁle is a weight vector of all terms to model the language used in the thread. The vocabulary
here is the words in the English language. Consider a news posting d0and its comment sequence {d1, d2, . . ., dm}. For each term
t, a compound weight W(t) = a  W1(t) + (1  a)  W2(t) is calculated. It is a linear combination of the contribution by the
news posting itself, W1(t), and that by the comments, W2(t). We assume that each term is associated with an ‘‘inverted docN
ument frequency” with regard to the training news corpus, denoted by IðtÞ ¼ log nðtÞ
, where N is the corpus size and n(t) is the
number of documents in corpus containing term t. As convention, we use a binary function f(t, d) to denote the number of
occurrences of term t in document d, i.e. ‘‘term frequency”. Thus, when news posting and comments are each considered as a
document, this term frequency value can be calculated for any term in any document. We thus deﬁne the weight of term t in
document d as below, be it the news posting itself or a comment, using the standard TF  IDF deﬁnition [3]:

0
wðt; dÞ ¼ @0:5 þ 0:5 

1
f ðt; dÞ A
 IðtÞ:
max
f ðt 0 ; dÞ
0
t

The weight contributed by the news itself, d0, is thus:

W 1 ðtÞ ¼

wðt; d0 Þ
:
max
wðt 0 ; d0 Þ
0
t

The weight contribution from the comments {d1, d2, . . ., dm} incorporates not only the language features of these documents
but also their importance of leading a discussion in related topics. That is, the contribution of comment score is incorporated
into weight calculation of the words in a text node:

W 2 ðtÞ ¼

m
X
i¼1

wðt; di Þ
si
:

max
wðt 0 ; di Þ max
si0
0
0
t

i

Such a treatment of compounded weight W(t) is essentially to recognize that readers’ impact on selecting relevant news and
the difference of their inﬂuences. For each proﬁle, we select the most weighted words to represent the topic.
4.3. News retrieval with relevance language models
With the topic proﬁle constructed as above, we can use it to select relevant news from a collection of news articles in the
database. That is, the retriever returns an ordered list of news articles with decreasing relevance to the topic. Our graph model can be incorporated into any good news retrieval model to differentiate the importance of each comment. In this work, we
combine the strengths of two state-of-the-art news retrievers (time factor [10] and language model [16]) to construct a powerful retrieval module.
Assume that each news posting d is associated with the time when posted. Upon recommendation, our retrieval algorithm considers two factors for recommendation candidates: (1) the relevance based on the proﬁle similarity, and (2) the
timeliness based on the time stamp. Speciﬁcally, the score of the candidate document d with regard to proﬁle p is deﬁned
as

sðp; dÞ ¼ ðp  dÞ  es=b ;
where the ﬁrst factor is the similarity of the language vectors which can be measured by any commonly adopted metric, such
as cosine similarity and Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, s is the number of days that has elapsed since d was posted, and b
is a constant to tune the scale of time attenuation, set to 365 to simulate an annual attenuation rate.
In this work, to measure the content similarity (p  d), we take the relevance language model approach of Lavrenko and
Croft [15]. The similarity between a news article and a topic proﬁle is measured by the KL divergence between the document
model and the topic model. Articles with smaller divergence are considered more relevant. The divergence is deﬁned as:

ðp  dÞ  KLðM p kMd Þ ¼

X
w

PðwjMp Þ log

PðwjMp Þ
;
PðwjMd Þ

where w denotes a word, Md is a language model for document d in the collection, which is a probability distribution that
captures the statistical regularities of the natural language. Mp is a language model for topic p. P(wjMp) can be estimated as:

Pðw; m1    mk Þ
Pðw; m1    mk Þ
ðm1    mk Þ ¼ P
;
P
t Pðt; m1    mk Þ
"
#
k
X
Y
PðM d Þ PðwjMd Þ
Pðmi jMd Þ ;
Pðw; m1    mk Þ ¼

PðwjMp Þ 

d2Dr

i¼1
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where mi denotes the ith word of the topic proﬁle, t denotes a word in the vocabulary. Here, P(Md) denotes a prior distribution over the relevant document set Dr, usually uniform. To expedite execution, we restrict ourselves to only 50 top-ranked
documents retrieved by the topic proﬁle. P(wjMd) speciﬁes the probability of observing w if we take a word randomly from
Md. It is estimated by

PðwjM d Þ ¼ g 

fw;d
fw
þ ð1  gÞ  ;
jdj
F

where fw,d is the number of times word w occurs in document d, fw is the number of times word w occurs in the corpus. F is
the total number of tokens (i.e. words with repetition) in the corpus, jdj is the number of tokens in d. Note that we use a
parameter g to control the contribution of the term frequency to this probability. P(mijMd) is estimated in the same way.
With such a scoring mechanism, the retriever can return a set of most relevant, timely news articles with regard to any
evolving discussion in a self-publication system.
4.4. Recommendation interpretation
We next present a labeling scheme to categorize a recommended article as specialization, generalization, and duplicate
relative to the original posted news article. Since a recommended article is always relevant to the original, the diversity of
words used in an article is a good indicator of the breadth of the scope. Such an indicator is calculated using the information
entropy carried by the article.
We consider a corpus and denote its vocabulary as a set of n words {w!1, w2, . . ., wn}. Given an article A in the corpus, we can
P
calculate the TF  IDF for the words herein and normalize it as a vector A ¼ ha1 ; a2 ; . . . ; an i, where !ni¼1 ai ¼ 1. This vector can
be treated as a probability distribution function of the vocabulary in article A. Thus, the entropy HðAÞ reﬂects the generality
and speciality of the article, where
!

HðAÞ ¼

n
X

ai  log

i¼1

1
:
ai

Apparently, the less the entropy!is, the more specialized an article is. Consider another article B in the corpus. We deﬁne the
vector for article B similarly as B ¼ hb1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bn i. Assuming that articles A and B are relevant, this allows
us to
deﬁne their
!
!
relative relationship (generalization, specialization, and duplicate) by comparing their entropies HðAÞ and HðB Þ. (Note that
when A is a generalization of B, B is a specialization of A.)
In order to accommodate the situation when A and B are considered duplicate of each other, we deﬁne a case where their
entropies are ‘‘sufﬁciently
close” as follows. We denote the set of common words that appear in both A and B by C. For article
!

A, the entropy HðAÞ is contributed by the words in C, denoted by HCA , and by the remaining words, denoted by HCA . That is,
!



HðAÞ ¼ HCA þ HCA :
Similarly, the entropy for article B can be decomposed as
!



HðB Þ ¼ HCB þ HCB :
Such relations are visually represented in Fig. 4.
When the common part of articles A and B contributes a signiﬁcant portion to the total entropies, we say that A and B are
duplicate of each other, i.e.

HCA
!

HðAÞ

P g or

HCB
!

P g;

HðB Þ

H AC

H AC

Posting
Common
base
Recommended news

H BC

H BC

Fig. 4. Visual representation of the contents of the original posting A and recommended news B.
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where g is set to 0.7 based on our preliminary tests. In our preliminary experiments, we ﬁnd that neither too small nor too


large a value is appropriate for interpretation. When neither condition holds, we compare HCA with HCB . Recall that the com

plementary portion’s entropy is a metric for the degree of semantic extension over the common part. When HCA > HCB , we say
that A is a generalization of B; otherwise, we say that A is a specialization of B.
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we present the experiments to evaluate our proposed approach. We ﬁrst study the overall performance of
the recommendation system. Then we investigate the effect of integrating reader comments semantically and structurally.
Last, we observe how recommendation interpretation alters the system behaviors.
5.1. Experimental settings
To gauge how well our recommender performs, we carry out our experiments on a synthetic data set collected from the
Digg Web site (www.digg.com) and Reuters News (www.reuters.com). We randomly select 45 news articles along with reader comments from Digg, each of which is called a topic here. These topics are treated as the originals, and recommended
news are selected from a corpus of articles collected from Reuters. This simulates the scenario of recommending relevant
news from traditional Web sites to social networking Web site users for their further reading. For evaluation purposes,
we adopt the traditional pooling strategy [32] applied to the TREC data set1 at the moment to mark the relevant articles
for each topic. In particular, we use three different retrieval engines (i.e. Lucence, Indri, and Okapi) to produce a list of potentially relevant news articles. To do that, each retrieval engine is queried separately ﬁrst. Then we merge their returned articles to
generate a master ranking. Furthermore, we label each article from the master ranking with generalization, specialization, or
duplicate relative to the topic. A summary of our data set is shown in Table 1.
5.2. Baseline methods
In addition to our proposed news recommender, we also implement two well-known news recommendation methods as
the baseline [4].
The ﬁrst method, Okapi, is commonly applied as a representative of the classic probabilistic model, i.e., 2-poisson model,
for relevant information retrieval [26]. The second one, LM, is based on statistical language models for relevant information
retrieval. It builds a probabilistic language model for each article, and ranks them on query likelihood, i.e. the probability of
the model generating the query [24]. Following the strategy of Bogers and Bosch [4], relevant articles are selected based on
the title and the ﬁrst 10 sentences of the original postings. This is because articles are organized in a so-called inverted pyramid style, meaning that the most important information is usually placed at the beginning. Trimming the rest of an article
would usually remove relatively less crucial information, which speeds up the recommendation process.
5.3. Metrics
Traditionally, the performance of news recommendation schemes is evaluated by the precision metric. For news recommendation, duplicate news can greatly reduce the quality of the recommender since few users would like to read the same
articles repeatedly. Therefore, we argue that the innovativeness in the recommended articles is as important for effectiveness evaluation as precision itself. Each recommended article is labeled as specialization, generalization, or duplicate. Thus,
we deﬁne the precision and innovativeness metrics as

P@N ¼

jC \ Rj
;
jRj

I@N ¼

jE \ Rj
;
jRj

where R is the subset of the top-n recommended articles, C is the set of relevant articles, and E is the above set with duplicate
removed. We select top-10 articles for evaluation assuming most of readers only browse up to 10 items down the list [13].
Meanwhile, we also take the mean average precision (MAP) and mean average innovativeness (MAI) as metrics to evaluate
the entire set of returned articles.
5.4. Statistical signiﬁcance
Before reporting our experimental results using precision and innovativeness, we provide a signiﬁcance test to show that
the observed differences are not incidental.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test and t-test are commonly used for the signiﬁcance test in information retrieval experiments [27]. In a nutshell, both take a pair of equal-sized sets of per-query effectiveness values, and assign a conﬁdence value
1

A standard textual data set used in information retrieval research posted at http://trec.nist.gov/data.html.
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Table 1
Data set summary.
Number of topics
Average length (word count) in original news articles
Average number of comments in each topic
Average length (word count) of comments
Number of news articles in corpus
Average length (word count) of news articles in corpus

45
685
87
53
25,650
569

to the null hypothesis that the values are drawn from the same distribution. If conﬁdence in the hypothesis (reported as a pvalue) is less than 5%, it typically means the results of experiments are reliable and convincible.
Among the assumptions of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the t-test are that the values being tested – in our case, perquery effectiveness – are distributed symmetrically and normally, respectively [27]. However, effectiveness rarely follows
either distribution. Instead, Hull [12] points out that the t-test can be reliable even when data being tested are not distributed normally. Therefore, we applied a paired t-test to ﬁnd out whether the observed difference is incidental.
5.5. Overall performance
A paired t-test shows that using P@10 and I@10 as performance measures, our approach performs signiﬁcantly better
than the baseline methods as shown in Table 2, at p = 0.012 and p = 0.025, respectively. In addition, we have t-tests using
MAP and MAI as performance measures, respectively, and the p values of these tests are all less than 0.05, which means that
the results of experiments are statistically signiﬁcant. We believe that such gains are introduced by the additional information from the comments.
5.6. Parameters of topic proﬁle
There are two important parameters (Section 4.2) to be considered when constructing topic proﬁles for recommendation.
(1) The number of the most weighted words to represent the topic, and (2) combination coefﬁcient a to determine the contribution of original posting and comments in selecting relevant articles. We conduct a series of experiments and ﬁnd out
that the optimal performance is obtained when the number of words is between 50 and 70, and a is between 0.65 and
0.75. When a is set to 1, the recommended articles only reﬂect the author’s opinion. When a = 0, the suggested articles represent the concerns of readers exclusively. In the following experiments, we set topic word number to 60 and combination
coefﬁcient a to 0.7.
5.7. Effect of comments
To observe the impact of readers’ concerns about original news posting in social media, which is reﬂected by comments
on the news postings, we study the following scenarios:
 RUN1
tional
 RUN2
 RUN3

(News): the topic ﬁle is constructed only based on the original news posting itself. This is analogous to the tradinews recommenders which only consider the focus of authors for suggesting further readings.
(Comments): the topic ﬁle is constructed only based on the comments.
(Both): the topic ﬁle is constructed based on both the content of news and its comments.

Here, we set c1 = c2 = c3 = 1. Our t-test shows that using P@10 and I@10 as performance measures, RUN3 performs best as
shown in Table 3, at p = 0.021 and p = 0.014, respectively. These are much less than the critical conﬁdence value (0.05). We
believe that such gains are contributed by the additional information from user comments.
Furthermore, we investigate the effect of the three forms of relationships among comments, i.e. content similarity, reply,
and quotation. We carry out a series of experiments for this purpose. Recall that a graph-based model integrating content
and physical link relation is applied to distinguish comments (Section 4.1). Therefore, we adjust the settings of this
graph-based model to investigate the power of these factors.

Table 2
Overall performance.
Method

Precision

Innovativeness

P@10

MAP

D@10

MAI

Okapi
LM
Our work

0.838
0.834
0.947

0.83
0.813
0.938

0.812
0.815
0.91

0.78
0.785
0.86
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Table 3
Performance of three runs.
Method

Precision

RUN1 (news)
RUN2 (comments)
RUN3 (both)

Innovativeness

P@10

MAP

I@10

MAI

0.887
0.923
0.947

0.87
0.9
0.938

0.858
0.902
0.91

0.8
0.853
0.86

 Content relation (CR): only the content relation matrix is used in scoring the comments instead of the multi-relation afﬁnity matrix.
 Quotation relation (QR): only the quotation relation matrix is used in scoring the comments.
 Reply relation (RR): only the reply relation matrix is used in scoring the comments.
 Content + quotation relation (CQR): both the content and quotation relation matrices are used in scoring the comments.
 Content + reply relation (CRR): both the content and reply relation matrices are used in scoring the comments.
 Quotation + reply relation (QRR): both the quotation and reply relation matrices are used in scoring the comments.
 All: all three matrices are used.
As shown in Fig. 5, we can observe that replies are slightly more effective than quotations and both of these outperform
pure content similarity. In other words, the importance of comments can be well evaluated by the logic organization of these
comments. Quoting and replying reveal readers’ concerns with discussion topics. We also notice that the incorporation of
content similarity decreases the system effectiveness. This may seem to contradict our intuition that the textual information
should complement the logic-based models. By further investigating our results, we ﬁnd that content similarity sometimes
misleads the decision on the importance of the comments. Besides, the computation cost of calculating the content similarity
matrix MC is very high. Therefore, we only apply the structural information to determine the importance of each comment.
5.8. Recommendation interpretation
We next investigate the precision of our interpretation module. To do that, we focus on a set of 450 relevant articles recommended off 45 topics. These recommended articles have been labeled with specialization, generalization, and duplicate
prior to our tests manually. The precision of our interpretation module is summarized in Table 4. We can see that the overall
accuracy is 88.7% in our test cases.

0.94

MAP

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.86
CR

RR

QR

CQR

CRR

QRR

ALL

Fig. 5. Effect of semantic and structural relation.

Table 4
Interpretation precision.

Duplicate
Generalization
Specialization
Total

Correct

Tested

Precision (%)

18
189
192
399

18
201
231
450

100
94.0
83.1
88.7
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6. Conclusion and future work
The Web has become a platform for information exchange and user interaction besides information dissemination. Many
Web applications are also being extended in this fashion. News recommendation is one such example. Traditional information recommendation is essentially a push service to provide information according to the proﬁle of individual or groups of
users. Its niche at the Web 2.0 era lies in its ability to facilitate online discussion by providing relevant news articles to the
active participants. In this work, we present a framework for news recommendation in social media that incorporates information from the entire discussion thread. This framework models the logic structure among the comments by distinguishing
the cases of replies and quotations. By combining such logic structural information with traditional statistical language models, it can recommend news articles that meet the dynamic nature of a discussion forum. Furthermore, for ease of user consumption of recommended articles, we label each returned article as specialization, generalization, or duplicate. Our tests
indicate that this framework is able to return a wider scope of innovative articles from the Web which reﬂect the trend
in the ongoing discussion among its users.
This study can be extended in a few interesting ways. For example, we can use this technique to process personal Web
blogs and email archives. The technique itself can also be extended by incorporating such information as reader scores on
comments, chronological information of comments, and reputation of users. Indeed, its power is yet to be further improved
and investigated.
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